CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
FACILITY STANDARDS/GUIDELINES DEVIATION FORM

Any proposal, by the design professional, to have any product or practice deviate (modifies, substitutes or deletes) from Central Michigan University’s Planning and Design Standards must be accompanied by this form, submitted for approval, to the University’s Facilities Planning Department and the University’s project manager in charge of the specific project described below.

University Project #: _____________________________________________
(To be filled in by University)

Project Title: _________________________________________________________________________

CSI related section: ___________________________________________________________________

CMU Standards related section: _________________________________________________________

New proposed product/practice: _________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Rationale for using new product/practice: __________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

State operational benefits (if any) that accrue to the University as a result of the proposed deviation: ___

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Estimated project cost increase or decrease: $_________________________

List estimated parts, quantities, and costs to be stocked in storage: ______________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Failure to comply with this requirement will result in the Responsible Party, as defined in Section 00010.02 of these Standards, being responsible for costs associated with changes in the field, necessary to comply with CMU’s Planning and Design Standards, in accordance with Section 00010.02 of these standards.

____________________________________  ______________________________________
Signature & Date: Design Professional   Signature & Date: CMU Approval